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THROUGH BRUSSELS 
Notes for a docudrama on the city.

Once the Vibrio Cholerae bacteria are 
ingested, they begin their long journey from 
the stomach into the channels of the small 
intestine, where they induce chronic diarrhea 
in the unfortunate victim. Most people die of 
the dehydration caused by this relentless wa-
tery diarrhea. If the contaminated feces mix 
into the water supply, the disease spreads 
beyond control. 
     During the pandemic that swept across 
Europe in 1865, the river Zenne (or Senne), 
which coiled its way through the center of 
Brussels, became infested with cholera, kill-
ing 3500. To avoid future outbreaks, the city 
paved over the river, entombing it beneath 
the boulevards that now form the city’s 
north-south axis—the Anspach, Adolphe 
Max, and Emile Jacqmain—and leaving an 
indelible scar on Brussels’ topography. The 
city, which had been built on an island in the 
Zenne, swallowed the river that gave it birth. 
     If you ride the Pre-metro down just past 
the city center, you arrive in Saint Gilles—
where I moved with my girlfriend in May. I 
expected to transfer my visa from Germany 
to Belgium with little more than a rubber-
stamp. After all, they are both EU countries 
and signatories of the Schengen Agreement 
allowing free travel across national boundar-
ies.
     Non-EU foreigners who wish to register 
in St Gilles are advised to arrive at the town 
hall before opening hours. I arrived at 7:30 
to the commotion caused by a group of 
people arguing over who had arrived first: 
some had been there since 5 o’clock in the 

morning. 
     At eight o’clock the doors opened and an 
official handed out numbers seemingly at 
random, ignoring the protests of those who 
had come so early. I was given a number and 
told to return the following day to wait in 
line again.

INTERIOR. Commune Saint Gilles:  
Geoffrey Garrison sits opposite a bureaucrat, 
who examines his passport. 
BUREAUCRAT What is it you want to do in 
Belgium?
GEOFF Well, I’ve been working freelance in 
Germany, and I’d like to move here with my 
girlfriend.
BUREAUCRAT Where is your girlfriend 
from?
GEOFF She’s Dutch.
BUREAUCRAT If you want to stay here you 
should marry her. If you come to Belgium, 
you have to have a reason to be here. A job, 
study, or you need to get married. Now do 
you have a job? Are you going to study?
GEOFF I’ve been working freelance as a 
performer, and I have a Schengen Visa from 
Germany.
BUREAUCRAT Yes, with this visa you can 
travel to Belgium or any other Schengen 
country as a tourist. You can stay here for 
three months – that is all.
GEOFF But can’t I get permission to work 
freelance? Independant? 
BUREAUCRAT What do you do?
GEOFF I’m an artist. I mean, I’ve been 
working as a performer in theater... but I also 
do film and some music... you know, I do a 
lot of different things, writing... 
BUREAUCRAT You think because you are 



American that you can go anywhere? If I go 
to America, I have to have work or I have to 
study or marry. Now what are you going to 
do in Belgium?

     A constant flow of foreigners to the city 
barely compensates for the Belgians who 
move away yearly. In 2004, 12,038 people 
left the city, while 12,345 moved here, en-
suring that 307 more people arrived than left. 
In 2001, 26.8% of the population was not 
of Belgian nationality. If we include people 
of non-Belgian origin who do have Belgian 
nationality, the percentage of foreigners in 
Brussels comes to 46.3%—almost half the 
population.
     Of course, I don’t think that as an Ameri-
can I can go everywhere. Nor would I ever 
characterize myself as a migrant. It is absurd 
to compare the lifestyle of ‘international’ 
artists to that of refugees and sans papiers as 
some have recently done. There is a distinc-
tion between those leaving their homelands 
for somewhere else and those artists who 
move around from conference to confer-
ence, exhibition to exhibition. Still even for 
the ‘privileged’ the promise of unimpeded 
mobility is an illusion. 
     And speaking of mobility... Whether due 
to Brussels’ love of cars, fear of infamously 
bad traffic, or dislike for cycling uphill, 
bicycles are far less present than one might 
expect in a small city. 
     I transported my bicycle to Brussels from 
the Netherlands, where I had been living, 
only to have it stolen within a week. The 
next bicycle I bought at the market near the 
Gare du Midi had perhaps also been stolen 
before it made its way to me. I would not 

be surprised. A week later, the front tire was 
missing. I replaced it, but then the seat was 
stolen soon afterwards—re-cycled into the 
city’s underground economy.
     Above ground, on the banks of the absent 
river, sits the imposing building of the Brus-
sels Stock Exchange—one of the locations 
of the Euronext, which connects the stock 
markets of Brussels, Amsterdam, Paris, 
Lisbon and London. 
     Some of the major Belgian corporations 
listed on the Bel20 supply the city with 
energy (Electrobel), connect the telephones 
and Internet (Belgacom), distribute goods 
via stores (Delhaize, Colruyt). Many of these 
corporations cannot be described in national 
terms anymore. Delhaize spans ten countries 
and three continents. InBev, which grew 
from a Belgian corporation to the massive 
behemoth it is today, controls breweries 
in countries as far away as China, Russia, 
Brazil and Canada. In 2005, 235.6 million 
hectoliters of InBev beers and soft drinks 
flowed through the stomachs and small intes-
tines of drinkers around the world.
     The course of the economy flows where 
the river once did—unimpeded by national 
borders, requiring trans-national institutions 
to ensure the fluid circulation of capital. Inci-
dentally, one of the papers required by the 
foreign office is a doctor’s attestation that 
the applicant carries no communicable dis-
eases. Although I can easily prove I am free 
of disease, I have been unable to provide the 
proper financial papers to obtain a freelance 
work permit and visa to Belgium. In January, 
I will return instead to Berlin, where I have 
a valid visa and work permit until November 
2007.





Part 2 Recycling Berlin 
as it appeared in the exhibition 
Freunde und Bekannte at 
Sparwasser HQ, Berlin, January 
2008.







Part 3
A Natural History of Houston
printed in Gringo, November 2007. 










